Finishing the Refurbishment Work
Taken on 21st June 2014, these photographs show what is being done to the building.

Upstairs a new doorway has
been made between the two
main living rooms, the original
route being closed off and turned
into a cupboard.
Very old wide uneven
floorboards are exposed in this
room. Inthe other rooms a
hardboard overlay can be seen

The second stairway has been
removed, the hole in the floor
filled in and the outer wall
insulated and replastered. The
main electricity supply panel
remains in its original location
exposed on the wall.

In the third main room the
fireplace and adjacent cupboard
has been removed

In the gents the sanitary ware has been removed
and tiling has commenced. The old oil boiler has
gone making the space larger. Once the tiling is
finished sanitary ware will be fitted A new
boiler has been located in a room between the
ladies and gents.

Here the old bar was located there is
now a open space, the floor has been
levelled and pamment tiles laid and a new doorway
opens into the garden.

The middle rooms have been made into
one. The floor levelled, ceiling height
levelled, outer wall insulated and the
second fireplace opened up. In the first
fireplace a log fire will be installed
directly fed air from The Green.

The colour schemes for all the rooms
have yet to be applied. In the dining hall
and cafe area a wooden floor will be laid.
In part of the dining hall flase exposed
beams will be fitted to match the other
half of the room.

In the cafe area the external door and window has been reversed to make the doorway
wheelchair compliant. The new small window has a leaded glass inset to be added once
works are completed.

The rear of the building is now much cleaner, the first floor dormer has been removed, the
old garden access partly bricked up. The garden area has been cleaned up but in the car park
piles of rubbish remain to be cleared.
Much detailed finishing off and cleaning has yet to be done.

